
E-Z TILT CHAIR

Attractive, modern design.s
Sleek, low profile hydraulic base

is more attractive 
and less obtrusive.s

Misty-gray painted base 
blends naturally with overall

color scheme.s
Fast reclining motion. 

The patients’ own weight
counterbalances the reclining

motion throughout the 
full range of travel.s

Exclusive double hydraulic
cylinder system provides an

extended 300mm range 
of motion — from extra low 

to extra high.s
Convenient single-handed and
foot operated controls for chair
reclining, elevation, rotation,
and headrest adjustments.s
Unique headrest locking
indicator insures patient 

safety and stability.

It Doesn’t GetAny Easier.
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The Marco E-Z Tilt Chair combines the most simplified manual
reclining motion with a new modern, sophisticated appearance. Utilizing
an effortless, silky smooth counterbalancing system, the E-Z Tilt makes
reclining any size patient easy
and instantaneous; no electronic
motors to slow you down! The
Marco E-Z Tilt also incorporates
the only double hydraulic
cylinder system in the industry,
creating an extended range of
elevation — from extra low to
extra high, that accommodates a
full range of patient and practitioner sizes. The sealed hydraulic chair base is
an attractive, low-profile non-leaking system that automatically “bleeds”
unwanted air bubbles from the hydraulic hose. This exclusive design also

eliminates many complicated
and unnecessary components,
resulting in much greater
reliability.
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Foot-activated 
rotation lock 
can easily be 
activated from 
both sides of 
the chair.

New overlay 
switch panels 
on both sides 
of the chair for 
convenient 
fingertip 
adjustments.

Ergonomically 
designed arms 
rotate up for 
patient 
flexibility.

Exclusive 
telescoping 
hydraulic 
cylinder 
system.

MEASUREMENTS

Single-handed 
headrest with 
locking 
indicator.

PLAY IT SAFE.

Protect your warranty.
Buy your Marco product
only from an authorized
Marco distributor. Call
Marco for the name of the
distributor nearest you.
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Ask your Marco
Distributor about
TheMarcoPackage
Plus Program.


